
     My name is Ana Flávia, I’m 20 years old and I WANT to be a teacher.  1 
     I’m on the third semester of the Letras – Inglês course at Universidade Federal de Santa 2 
Catarina and I haven’t come to my course because I intended to be a teacher, anyway I knew 3 
that the possibilities for this to happen were very high and most of my classmates are aware 4 
that it may happen to them too. Even though that’s not what they want to do for their entire 5 
lives, it’s probably going to be an option to get some money when no other option works. 6 
     When a professor asks my classroom how many of the students want to be a teacher only a 7 
few of us raise hands, if the question ends with “at a public school”, most of the few hands go 8 
back down.  9 
     The reasons for this scene are innumerous: low salaries, bad school conditions, the 10 
profession depreciation/detraction, no future perspectives of growing up within the career 11 
and so on.  12 
     Well, sometimes I ask myself if I wouldn’t like to be doing something that could make me 13 
rich. And the answer is: Yes, I would. But I already accepted that it probably won’t happen, and 14 
you know what?! I am satisfied! 15 
     Even though there’s no financial rewarding as other professions offers, most of experienced 16 
teachers say that the rewarding of this profession is much more enriching.  17 
    Somebody said once that: “A good teacher is like a candle — it consumes itself to light the 18 
way for others.” 19 
     The contact with the students, the daily routine of the school and this entire environment 20 
made me remember how I liked it as a student, and how this place provides opportunities to 21 
start changes, make dreams become true and give hope.  22 
    I really realized that I loved education, teaching and school, when got into PIBID, Programa 23 
Institucional de Bolsa de Iniciação à Docência, a program from CAPES. The purpose of the 24 
program is to encourage university students to become teachers, promoting a relationship 25 
between public schools and universities. 26 
     Speaking of theories and methodologies at the university, inside a classroom, even though 27 
all of the people there are aware of what the teacher acting means, is not even close to feel 28 
how it is like, how is the feeling of being in the classroom as the teacher and PIBID provides it 29 
before graduation and even before we start our training. However I have had some 30 
experiences not so good I have learnt a LOT there! 31 
     I am really grateful for being where I am. All I have and all I am now has a great contribution 32 
from my teachers and this is how I want to contribute in my future student’s lives, I want to 33 
help them to be glad and happy, and to make the right choices!  34 
  35 
Thanks! 36 


